GIZMOS & GADGETS

IMPROVEMENTS AND UPGRADES
‘GOLDEN CARE’ SMOKE
DETECTORS FOR RVS
Embarrassing …isn’t it? The toast is
cooking for breakfast, the smoke detector does its job and you have just woken
up every resident in the RV park.
Don’t remove the battery or hide the
detector away in a drawer to avoid
this problem – that’s putting lives at
risk. The Golden Care Smoke Detector is the solution. This detector
has an easily operated facility that
allows you to cook for ten minutes
without any alarm. From the touch
of a button, an LED light and small
beep will tell you that it’s safe to turn
on the cooker. After the ten minutes,
the LED light turns off and another
small beep alerts you that the smoke
detector is active again.
Forget about batteries going ﬂat,
these units are 9 or 12 Volts and
are powered from the RV with a
rechargeable back up.
Contact the Aussie manufacturer,
Ric Macey pty ltd, on ricdmacey@
telstra.com or phone 02 4946 5929 or
0417215244 for details, price and delivery.

PURPLE LINE CARAVAN MOVERS
The act of having to move a caravan
is one that is usually much more of a
hassle than we originally plan. Purple
Line Caravan Movers has now been
available across Australia for over a year,
and is proving to be a great success with
caravanners all across the country.
The Camec offering of Purple Line
Caravan Movers has a complete range:
good (Enduro: $1595), better (E-Go:
$1995), and best (E-Go Auto Engage:
$2495). All are available for single and
twin axle caravans, with a price that is
highly competitive and fantastic value.
Purple Line and Camec has established
a comprehensive network of fitters,
who cover most areas across the coun-

try. If you do not want to fit the mover
yourself then get in touch with Camec
or Purple Line and they will arrange for
a fast, friendly and convenient fitting
service for you.
All models come with a two year
manufacturer’s warranty on parts,
and Purple Line are so confident that
you will love its caravan movers, the
team are prepared to offer a complete
money-back guarantee if you are unhappy with the unit within the first 30
days of purchase.
Visit www.purpleline.com.au to view
the comparison test video that shows
why choosing a Purple Line caravan
mover is the right choice.

www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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